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sponsorship partner Alexanna, the leading management and financial consultancy
firm for East African SMEs.  

In private equity 3 investment deals (31 deals YTD) were announced in the e-
commerce (1) and renewable energy (2) sectors in Kenya. In M&A we witnessed 2
deals (29 deals YTD) in the  telecoms and publishing sectors in Tanzania and
Ethiopia respectively. One joint venture was reported in the automotive sector in
Kenya. BC’s deal of the month was Apis Partners’ investment in Direct Pay Online
Group (Formerly 3G Direct Pay), one of East Africa’s leading online payments
processors for an undisclosed amount. The investment was made from Apis Growth
Fund I, a private equity fund managed by Apis Partners LLP (“Apis Partners”), a
private equity asset manager focused on financial services in the growth markets of
Africa and Asia. Founded in Kenya in 2006, Direct Pay Online Group has since
expanded its service offering to markets in Zambia, Uganda, Rwanda and Tanzania
(see Deals below).

In the oil and gas sector, Tullow announced that it expects to fully develop Turkana
oil fields by 2020, ahead of restarting the drilling in Lokichar Basin before December
2016. The UK gas and oil exploration company published the production update on
Tuesday 27 September where it gave a similar timeline for the Ugandan operation in
the Lake Albert basin. In other reports, Shell’s partner Ophir Energy announced
plans to start exploration drilling offshore Tanzania in the fourth quarter of 2016.

In the mining sector, the Kenyan Mining Cabinet Secretary, Mr. Dan Kazungu,
announced that the government of Kenya, would spend USD 30 million (KES 3
billion) to map out mineral sites with the aim of identifying all minerals as part of the
country's industrialization strategy. The survey is expected to begin immediately
because the budgeted amount was factored in the current financial year.

In the energy sector, Amu Power Company kicked off the licence application to the
Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC), to produce electricity in a  USD 2 billion (KES
200 billion) project, as construction is expected to commence towards year-end of
2016. Lastly, Korea Electric Power Corp (KEPCO) and the Kenya Nuclear Electricity
Board (KNEB) signed an MoU to cooperate on construction of nuclear projects and
sharing expertise as Kenya aims to add nuclear power with a capacity of 4,000
megawatts by 2033.

In the month of August, the NASI declined 5.2% (-7.3% YTD) to close at 134.9 points,
led by losses posted by banking counters. Despite which foreign investors were net
buyers, with the bourse recording net inflows of USD 36.7m (+278.6% m/m). Blue
chip counters Safaricom (+22.7% YTD), EABL (-8.4% YTD) and Equity Bank (-31.3%
YTD) observed the highest foreign investor demand at USD 22.4m, USD 5.5m and
USD 4.4m respectively. Trading activity saw a recovery with equity turnover jumping
29.6% m/m to USD 174.0m. Of the leading movers, some of the banks were the
worst performers, the poor performance being driven by investors pricing in the
effect of signing into law a bill capping bank interest rates at 4.0% above the Central
Bank Rate (CBR) and a minimum interest rate payable on deposits at 70.0% of the
CBR.    

In this Issue

Another month of steady deal flow this month saw again mostly deals
in PE and M&A. See more detail below and on page 6. We continue
our series of interviews with the protagonists of landscape changing
deals in East Africa, this time with Peter Mwangi, CEO of UAP Old
Mutual, on Old Mutual's takeover of UAP, and the exit that deal
provided for a number of PE firms. We also welcome our new
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Key Africa & Global Currency Performance

PART I: KEY MARKET INDICATORS  

Key Africa & Global Equity Indices Performance Key Events & Press – East Africa
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NSE 20 (KE) 4,040.75 3,460.60 3,178.83 -8.1% -21.3%

FTSE NSE Kenya 25 186.30 179.66 163.07 -9.2% -12.5%

DSEI (TZ) 2,334.00 2,818.37 2,374.14 -15.8% 1.7%

ALSIUG 1,764.00 1,675.00 1,421.00 -15.2% -19.4%

NGSEINDEX 28,642.25 27,843.00 27,599.03 -0.9% -3.6%

EGX 30 7,006.01 7,930.14 8,158.04 2.9% 16.4%

JALSH (SA) 50,693.76 53,126.80 52,733.12 -0.7% 4.0%

S&P 500 2,043.94 2,170.84 2,170.95 0.0% 6.2%

FTSE 100 6,242.32 6,693.95 6,781.51 1.3% 8.6%

Equity Index 2-Jan-16 1-Aug-16 31-Aug-16 % Ch. m/m % Ch. YTD

KES / USD 102.20 101.38 101.22 0.15% 0.96%

TZS / USD 2,155.00 2,184.00 2,183.58 0.02% -1.33%

UGX / USD 3,367.00 3,375.00 3,374.76 0.01% -0.23%

ETB / USD 21.01 22.13 22.13 -0.01% -5.32%

ZAR / USD 15.46 13.89 14.70 -5.82% 4.90%

NGN / USD 199.00 322.50 314.78 2.39% -58.18%

EGP / USD 7.83 8.86 8.88 -0.23% -13.42%

GBP/USD 0.68 0.76 0.76 -0.81% -12.02%

EUR / USD 0.92 0.89 0.90 -0.25% 2.48%

Currency 2-Jan-16 1-Aug-16 31-Aug-16 % Ch. m/m % Ch. YTD

Integrity is better capital than money. You can accumulate it just like money, and you can use it 
just like money, but it goes further, and is enduring.” - Steve Masiyiwa, Founder and Executive Chairman of 
Econet

Country/Region Current Base Rate Previous Base Rate

Central Bank of Kenya (Kenya) 10.00% 10.50%

Bank of Uganda (Uganda) 14.00% 14.00%

Bank of Tanzania (Tanzania) 7.58% 7.58%

South African Reserve Bank (RSA) 7.00% 7.00%

Central Bank of Nigeria (Nigeria) 14.00% 14.00%

Central Bank of Egypt (Egypt) 11.75% 11.75%

Bank of England (UK) 0.25% 0.25%

Federal Reserve Bank (USA) 0.25%-0.50% 0.25%-0.50% 

European Central Bank (EU) 0.00% 0.00%

Country / Region

2016 2017 2016 2017

Kenya 6.0% 6.1% 6.3% 6.0%

Uganda 5.3% 5.7% 6.7% 5.9%

Tanzania 6.9% 6.8% 6.1% 5.1%

Nigeria -1.8% 1.1% 12.0% 12.5%

South Africa 0.1% 1.0% 6.9% 5.8%

Sub-Saharan Africa 3.0% 4.0% 9.2% 7.8%

UK 1.7% 1.3% 1.3% 1.9%

USA 2.2% 2.5% 0.8% 2.2%

Euro Area 1.5% 1.6% 0.9% 1.2%

Source: World Economic Outlook , IMF

GDP Inflation

Interest Rates Inflation and GDP growth 

mega deals

Tanzania’s coast

stake in Rift Valley Railways



PART III: DEAL STATISTICS (1/2)
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2The top sectors which recorded the highest number of deals
3Based on deal values disclosed to the public or as estimated by Burbidge Capital

Source: Burbidge Capital Research 
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PART IV: SELECTED DEALS  

Date Buyer Seller Investment size Sector

Investment 

type Country Synopsis

1st September 2016 Engie SA and 

KawiSafi 

Ventures & 

others

BBOXX USD 20 million Renewable 

energy

PE Kenya, 

Rwanda

The London-based EA focused solar systems provider BBOXX has 

secured a USD 20 million Series C investment from a consortium of 

international backers and investors, led by French energy giant 

Engie SA. Founded in 2010, BBOXX has been active in many parts of 

sub-Saharan Africa, bringing its distributed solar energy platform 

to large swathes of off-grid areas in Kenya and Rwanda. Current 

investors include Khosla Impact Fund, Bamboo Finance and DOEN 

Foundation.

16th September 2016 Feleke Trading 

Plc and 

Corporate 

Computer 

Center Plc

Artistic Printing 

Press 

ETB 328.8 million 

(USD 14.7 million)

Publishing M&A Ethiopia Ethiopia's state-owned printing company Artistic Printing Press has 

been acquired by a private company run by Feleke Trading PLC and 

Corporate Computer Center PLC in a JV after they emerged as the 

highest bidders as part of privatisation process. The JV had made a 

bid worth ETB 328.8 million with 35% paid upfront and the rest to 

be paid in five years.

19th September 2016 Cummins BV Car & General 

(C&G) 

Automotive JV Kenya NSE-listed Auto maker Car & General (C&G) is set to cede half of its 

business distributing Cummins’ engines and generators after the 

Netherlands-based manufacturer Cummins BV moved to take a 

50% stake in the local franchise. The firm has been selling the 

products in East Africa on its own but will now form a 50:50 joint 

distributorship venture.

22nd September 2016 Apis Partners 

LLP

Direct Pay Online 

Group (DPO) 

e-commerce PE Kenya Africa-focused private equity manager Apis Partners has agreed to 

acquire a significant stake in Direct Pay Online Group (DPO), one of 

East Africa’s leading online payments processors for an 

undisclosed amount. Formerly known as 3G Direct Pay, DPO 

launched operations in Kenya in 2006 and has since expanded its 

service offering to markets in Zambia, Uganda, Rwanda and 

26th September 2016 KawiSafi 

Ventures Fund 

and Energy 

Access 

Ventures

D.Light USD 15 million Renewable 

energy

PE SSA East Africa's solar lights and solar home systems vendor D.Light has 

raised USD 15 million in Series D equity funding from

KawiSafi Ventures Fund and Energy Access Ventures, NewQuest 

Capital Partners and Omidyar Network. The decade-old startup has 

sold solar-powered lanterns and lights to millions of customers in 

off-grid rural areas in Sub-Saharan Africa. 

26th September 2016 Tanzania 

Telecommunica

tions Corp, 

Tanzanian 

Government

Bharti Airtel Telecoms M&A Tanzania India's Bharti Airtel has fully exited from Tanzania 

Telecommunications Corp (TTCL), the country's oldest telecoms 

operator, by selling its 35 % stake to the Government of Tanzania. 

The government plans to recapitalize cash-strapped Tanzania 

Telecommunications Corp (TTCL), which provides mobile voice, 

data and fixed-line services.
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After the Faulu Kenya and UAP transactions, is Old Mutual on the
lookout for other opportunities in the region?

We shall be focusing on optimising our existing businesses.
However, as a responsible business we do review select
compelling investment opportunities that arise.

In the recent past, the Kenyan insurance industry has seen
enhanced deal activity with respect to mergers and acquisitions. Do
you think there is scope for more consolidation?

Absolutely. It makes sense to have fewer players with
stronger capitalisation so that the companies can withstand
any internal or external challenges. The impact of Risk Based
Capital will be an additional catalyst for merger activity in the
industry.

How confident are you about growth prospects of the business
going forward, in Kenya and the larger Eastern Africa region?

We are confident in the growth prospects of the business.
The 2016 Doing Business report indicates Kenya's Ease of
Doing Business rank improved by 21 points, from 129 to 108
(out of 189 economies).The key indicators allude to an
improved investment environment in Kenya and the East
Africa region as the benefits of better governance, stronger
institutions and the increased consumer demand create
larger markets for financial services not just insurance but
banking and investments as well.

With the general election expected next year in Kenya, how do you
think this is going to affect the business environment?

Businesses and investors generally become more cautious in
the run up to an election, so there might be a slight slow
down as businesses defer long term investments. However,
election cycle in Kenya has become more stable. The 2013
election was orderly and the contested results were resolved
in the Supreme Court setting a precedent for peaceful
elections. We remain optimistic that the 2017 election will be
conducted with minimal disruption to the business
environment.

What’s your favourite thing about living in Nairobi?

Nairobi is a cosmopolitan city with a vibrant cultural scene.
There’s always something fun to do. In addition, Nairobi is the
only city in the world that nests a National Park within its
boundaries, that makes it unique.

Do you miss running the NSE? What’s your top NSE stock pick for
2017?

There are aspects of the role at the NSE that I miss. However,
the challenge that my current role presents is an exciting
one, more so in dealing with different regional markets and
as part of a global company.

I will not give a stock pick, though i will draw your attention to
the current price valuations which provide a good entry point
for the stock market. The banking stocks have taken a hit
after the President signed the Banking Amendment Act 2016,
but the initial reaction will subside and as we figure out
implications for business, a discerning investor can make
good investments.

How would you describe the last one year since Old Mutual merged with UAP Group
in early 2015?

It has been an eventful year, focused largely on the successful integration of
the UAP and Old Mutual businesses to realise the merger synergies. We
have made great strides in defining the business vision as enabling dreams
of East Africans, streamlining operations, optimization of shared services,
integrating customer services, improving governance, building new revenue
streams such as bancassurance, and strengthening the management team.
With this momentum, I look forward to closing the year on a strong footing.

Going forward, what is your key priority to ensure that the synergies expected from
the UAP-Old Mutual transaction are realized??

Overall, the management team is focused on building an integrated financial
services champion in Eastern Africa. We have set out to enhance the
relationships we have with our stakeholders i.e. customers, employees,
intermediaries, shareholders, partners and the communities in which we
operate in. Good progress has been made as we improve on our customer
experience, motivate and develop our employees so that we remain an
employer of choice, rationalise our product range, improve our underwriting
capacity and complete the property projects in the region, amongst other
initiatives.

Did the private equity exits add complexity to the transaction?

There were no added complexities as there was an alignment of interests
between the parties. The private equity investors found Old Mutual a strong
partner able to facilitate their exit.

INTERVIEW WITH PETER MWANGI, CEO, UAP OLD MUTUAL  GROUP 

Peter Mwangi has been the Group Chief
Executive Officer of UAP-Old Mutual Group in
East Africa since July 1, 2015. Previously, he
served as the Group CEO of Old Mutual East
Africa, a position he took up in the last quarter
of 2014. Prior to this, he was the Chief Executive
Officer of Nairobi Securities Exchange. Before
joining the Exchange, Peter was the Managing
Director of Centum Investment Company Ltd,
the largest publicly quoted investment company

How will the integration process affect your plans to list the new entity on the Nairobi
Securities Exchange?

We have adopted a phased approach to completing the integration process,
which takes into consideration the plans to list on the NSE. The integration
process priorities are geared towards building a stronger and more
profitable business. By implementing these initiatives, we will make
substantial gains in revenues and profits, and therefore make the listed
entity a more attractive investment option.

in the East African region, from 2004 to 2008. He started his career in the Kenya Air
Force where he worked for 5 years and left having attained the rank of Captain.

Peter holds a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering from the University
of Nairobi. He is a member of the CFA Institute, the CFA Society East Africa, Institute of
Certified Public Accountants of Kenya, Institute of Certified Public Secretaries of Kenya,
Institute of Directors of Kenya and the Kenya Institute of Management

I&MBC EA REVIEW | 7



PART V:   KEY EVENTS (1/3)  

Egyptian firm looks for buyers for 85.0% stake in Rift Valley Railways

Barely two years after Kenyan investment firm TransCentury exited the Kenya-Uganda railway concessionaire Rift Valley Railways, the firm is
again on the verge of a major change in shareholding, with reports indicating that Egyptian majority shareholder Qalaa Holdings is looking
for buyers. Qalaa is talking to several suitors with a view of selling either part or its entire 85.0% stake in the concession that still has 17
years to go. Although officials at RVR refused to comment on the reports, sources familiar with the developments say there have been
exploratory talks with firms from the US, Russia and South Africa. Given that TransCentury sold its 34.0% in RVR to Qalaa for USD 43.7m in
2014 and Centum sold its 10.0% stake in 2010 for USD 4.5m, RVR could now be worth USD 250.0m. Although some sources within the
company claimed Qalaa was taking advantage to cash in on its stake following increased investor interest in RVR after the Kenyan
government announced its intentions to transport its oil by road and rail, the report suggests that the firm was losing patience with RVR’s
slow turnaround and was recasting its investment strategy. According to the financials, losses from Qalaa’s discontinued operations stood
at EGP 93.9m (USD 10.5m) during quarter one with Rift Valley Railways contributing EGP 68.0m (USD 7.6m) of that figure. As part of its
transformation strategy, Qalaa has decided to relinquish insolvent investments in its efforts to stabilise profitability while redirecting
resources to “value adding projects with promising futures.”

The RVR presents a viable investment opportunity as Kenya targets to export 4,000 bopd by June 2017, in its bid to join the league of
African oil exporters. However, the potential new investor should focus on improving operational efficiency in order to reverse the
concessionaire’s loss making trend. The potential buyer should also develop a competitive strategy to outdo the imminent competition
from the operator who will be picked to run the Standard Gauge Railway.

(Source: Daily Nation, I&MBC Research)

IMBC Analysis

US fund opens Nairobi office in hunt for mega deals

America’s Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) which mobilises private capital and invests in development projects to
advance US foreign policy is set to open an office in Nairobi, raising the Kenyan capital’s profile as a key hub for investors seeking big-
ticket infrastructure deals. OPIC has opened two other offices in Africa during President Barack Obama’s administration; in Abidjan,
Coted’Ivoire and Johanesburg, South Africa. This comes after China-Africa Development Fund (CADF), the largest Chinese fund capital
operating on the continent, opened an office in Nairobi to cover the entire East African region. The two global economic powers will be
angling for the huge infrastructure projects including the Lamu Port South Sudan and Ethiopia Transport Corridor (Lappset). Part of the
commercial arrangements signed between the US and Kenya governments include an investment of USD 9.5 billion (KES 950 billion) in
the Lappset corridor and an additional USD 7.55 billion (KES 755 billion) in the projected value of exports to flow through the same
corridor.

With East Africa holding four of the fastest growing world economies; Rwanda, Tanzania, Mozambique and Ethiopia whose 2014 -
2017 GDP CAGR is expected to average at c. 7.0%, investors are set to realize attractive returns. Global investors are seeking entry
into some of the developing sectors in the region including power, infrastructure, agriculture and water. OPIC has already invested in
the 310 MW Lake Turkana Wind Power Project, with an investment guarantee of up to USD 250 and has currently issued an
estimated USD 700 million of active financing and political risk insurance commitments in Kenya.

(Source: Business Daily, I&MBC Research)

IMBC Analysis

Kenya to spend KES 3 billion on mineral survey
The government of Kenya, will spend KES 3 billion to map out mineral sites with the aim of identifying all minerals as part of the country's
industrialization strategy. According the Mining Cabinet Secretary, Dan Kazungu, the process is expected to begin immediately because
the cash was factored in the current financial year 2016/17. This exercise will enable Kenya discover more minerals within its borders.
The CS revealed that the money will be spent during phase one of the project that will start with Migori, Homa bay, Siaya, Kakamega,
Busia and in other neighbouring counties where huge deposits of minerals may bel lying unnoticed. He also announced that the
government would introduce modern mining equipment especially to the artisanal miners to avert deaths that usually occur in the
tunnels and also assist them in selling their gold in order not to be exploited by greedy middlemen. He also mentioned that the
government, in collaboration with other partners, will carry out training of miners on the safest methods of conducting their trade.

Kenya’s plan to be an industrialized nation by 2030 is based on several key economic activities, one of them being mining. In a bid to
diversify its income base, the country is looking to develop the mining sector through discovery of new mineral deposits. This may be
in response to the recent discoveries of mineral deposits in Kenya’s neighbours Tanzania & Uganda. Being in the same geographical
area and with similar geological characteristics, it is highly likely that Kenya and her neighbours have similar mineral deposits some of
which are yet to be discovered.

(Source: Business Daily, I&MBC Research)

IMBC Analysis
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PART V:   KEY EVENTS (2/3)  

Kenya ranked ninth in Africa in attracting foreign investment

Kenya has been ranked ninth in attracting investment deals among 28 African countries polled in a survey covering the first eight months
of 2016. According to research firm StratLink Africa, Kenya clinched deals worth KES 8.6bn (USD 85.0m), putting it behind South Africa
with KES 100.0bn, Egypt which had KES 46.0bn, Ethiopia with KES 55.5bn, Democratic Republic of Congo with KES 27.0bn, Nigeria with
KES 94.0bn, Tunisia with KES 15.0bn and Zambia with KES 22.0bn and Sudan with KES 9.6bn. However, the amount for Kenya for the
whole year may come short of 2015’s that stood at KES 200.0bn in foreign direct investment (FDI) as reported by financial consulting firm
Ernst & Young in early 2016. StratLink Africa said political risks that could affect investment had been lowered following the deal over the
constitution of the electoral commission but advised investors to keep on the lookout for succession of the position of the chief justice.
Although the research firm disclosed an amount of KES 8.6bn in FDI, it noted that there were some deals such as that of Twiga Foods
where the amounts involved were yet to be disclosed. Despite noting political temperatures had come down with the deal of electoral
reforms, StratLink said another risk had recently come in the form of controls on interest rates. According to the research firm, investors
had reacted as expected by pushing the prices of bank shares down significantly. It forecast prices of banking stocks to remain subdued
for the rest of the year as interest income of the institutions is likely to be hit hard.

Despite political uncertainties surrounding the 2017 General Elections and the recent capping of bank interest rates, Kenya’s stable
macroeconomic environment is expected to continue making it an attractive investment destination in Africa. In 1Q16, the country
outperformed the International Monetary Fund’s 2016 3.0% GDP growth projection for Sub-Sahara Africa at 5.9%. The new interest
rate regime is also expected to boost economic growth further, by creating an enabling environment for businesses through reduced
financial costs.

(Source: Daily Nation, I&MBC Research)

I&MBC Analysis

Umeme gets KES2.5bn funding to rehabilitate network

Ugandan power distributor, Umeme Ltd is set to receive a KES 2.5 billion (USD 25 million) loan from the International Finance
Corporation (IFC) to fund the expansion and upgrade of its distribution network. This is IFC’s second loan to support its 2013-2017
rehabilitation plan after the utility firm received USD 70 million in December 2013. The four-year capital expenditure plan mainly involves
the upgrade and expansion of medium voltage transmission lines and substations as well as the introduction of pre-paid meters across
its customer base. Umeme, which is cross-listed in Kenya and Uganda, holds a 20-year concession from 2004 for distribution of
electricity in Uganda. The USD 25 million from IFC will constitute half of the amount Umeme is seeking for expansion with the other half
to be sourced from other banks.

Management is seeking to prioritize network growth to tap Uganda’s power demand growing at c.10.0% - 12.0% annually driven by
the domestic and industrial demand. Success of Umeme’s rehabilitation plan, saw investments in pre -paid metering support revenue
collection (at 98.4% as June 2016), with c. 59.0% of customers on pre-paid meters compared to 52.2% in the previous year. While
further growth in customer numbers (20.6%y/y, June 2016) following grid extensions and new customers funding by World Bank and
energy losses at 19.2% (Energy losses stood at 38.0% and 26.1% in 2005 and 2012 respectively) is expected to support revenue and
earnings growth going forward. The IFC has a 2.8% shareholding in Umeme acquired during the 2012 Initial Public Offering (IPO).

(Source: Business Daily, I&MBC Research)

BC Analysis

Tullow expects to fully develop Turkana oil fields by 2020
Tullow Oil announced that the oil fields in Turkana will be fully developed by 2020, ahead of restarting drilling in Lokichar Basin before
December 2016. The UK gas and oil exploration company published the production update on Tuesday 27 September where it gave a
similar timeline for the Ugandan operation in the Lake Albert basin. Both projects are being developed independently and are collectively
estimated to have more than 1.7 billion barrels crude oil reserves.

Tullow has a track record of discovering significant oil resources in East Africa. Tullow’s successful exploration and appraisal drilling
campaigns in Kenya resulted in the opening of a second new tertiary rift play in the South Lokichar Basin. An accelerated exploration
and appraisal campaign is now completed in the basin and assessment indicates recoverable resources of up to 750 million barrels
of oil. The group anticipates to have fully developed the nine main oil fields in Turkana namely Ngamia, Twiga, , Etuko, Ekales-1, Agete,
Amosing, Ewoi, Ekunyuk and Etom oil accumulations within 4 years while still carrying out explorations for potentially feasible fields.

(Source: I&MBC Research)

BC Analysis
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PART V:   KEY EVENTS (2/3)  

Shell readies for exploration drilling off Tanzania’s coast
Oil major Shell plans to start exploration drilling offshore Tanzania later 2016, according to partner Ophir Energy. The $20 million drilling
program, due to start in the fourth quarter, will comprise two wells on Blocks 1 and 4 and targets more than one trillion cubic feet (TCF)
of gas, Ophir announced in its six month results ending June 30, 2016 announcement. Shell became operator on the blocks after taking
over BG Group in February 2016.

Shell is currently looking into new discoveries to maintain its competitive advantage globally. With stiff competition, we have recently
seen Shell in talks to sell some of its North- Sea assets as it divests from the costly oil regions and seeks opportunities in places with
high potential for discoveries. Tanzania, which neighbours Kenya, Uganda and Somalia, may just as well have lucrative oil deposits like
her neighbours. With the presence of an oil pipeline, that is currently being built, Shell sees great potential for discovery and feasible
mining in the region.

(Source: The Citizen, BC Research)

BC Analysis

Amu Power seeks ERC nod for KES200bn coal-fired energy plant in Lamu
Promoters of Kenya’s first coal-fired power plant have submitted an application for the energy regulator’s approval to generate and
supply electricity ahead of the construction of the KES200 billion project. Amu Power Company — the consortium that won the tender to
build the plant— is set to apply for the licence from the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) to produce electricity with construction
expected to commence towards year-end of 2016.

Four months after receiving approvals from the National Land Commission, Amu is seeking the final nod from the ERC to begin the
42- month construction project. The special purpose project by Gulf Energy and Centum, is set to provide a boost in the national
power grid and at an affordable cost to the national distributor KPLC. Despite the protests from civil society activists, the project
provides a viable use of the country’s natural resources as Kenya seeks to reduce energy costs to attract MNCs that are an imperative
component in Kenya’s bid to become an industrialized nation.

(Source: BusinessDaily, I&MBC Research)

BC Analysis
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PART VI: UPCOMING EVENTS/CONFERENCES

Events Date Venue Theme

Kenya Mining Forum 28 - 29 Sept                            

2016

Crowne Plaza,                                                       

Nairobi, Kenya

Kenya Mining Forum is an early-to-market investment platform to bring stakeholders together 

to facilitate investment and development of Kenya’s mining sector. Kenya is a greenfield 

mining destination, opening up for exploration, this is a market ripe for investment and 

development and iPAD Kenya will then provide a one stop shop for exchange between 

stakeholders.

Aviadev Africa 04 - 06 October                            

2016

Radisson Blu Hotel & 

Convention Center,                                               

Kigali, Rwanda

AviaDev Africa will provide a platform for airports, airlines, tourism authorities and suppliers to 

meet each other and also network with the wider hotel investment community in order to 

adopt a co-ordinated approach to tourism development in Africa.

Africa Hotel Investment 

Forum

05 - 06 October                            

2016

Radisson Blu Hotel & 

Convention Center,                                                                   

Kigali, Rwanda

AHIF is attended by the highest calibre international hotel investors of any conference in 

Africa. It is the leading hotel investment conference that connects business leaders from the 

international and local markets, driving investment into tourism projects, infrastructure and 

hotel development across Africa.

iPAD Rwanda Energy 

Infrastructure Forum

01 - 02 Nov 

2016

Kigali, Rwanda iPAD Rwanda Energy Infrastructure Forum is an opportunity for investors and developers to 

explore Rwanda’s untapped energy potentials and investment incentives. It brings together 

international stakeholders, financiers, industry experts and valuable insights from the national 

utility and government.

African Real Estate Summit 02 - 03 Nov 

2016

CTICC,                                                                

Cape Town, South Africa

The Summit will host an investor-led conference where international investors will be able to 

review a showcase of existing assets, new commercial real estate and planned city 

developments whilst comparing projected capital returns and rental yields. 

3rd Annual Infrastructure 

Project Financing Africa

07 - 09 Nov 

2016

Crowne Plaza,                                              

Nairobi, Kenya

This Marcus Evans large scale event will provide a one-stop-platform to discover and discuss 

the latest trends, challenges and future outlook of capital projects and infrastructure in Africa. 

This platform will explore the options of best funding model to choose according to their 

project financing needs.

The UK Middle Market 

Forum

08 November 

2016

St. Pancras Renaissance Hotel,                  

London, UK

The Economist’s first Middle Market Forum will examine how businesses can weather the 

Brexit storm whilst still trying to overcome the daily challenges of securing growth capital, 

recruiting and retaining skilled workers, keeping abreast of latest technology changes and 

perfecting internal management structures.

6th Global Islamic 

Microfinance Forum

08 - 09 Nov 

2016

Nairobi, Kenya Global Islamic Microfinance Forum (GIMF) is an annual apex gathering of islamic microfinance, 

microfinance, rural finance, funder/donor agencies, multilateral organizations and other allied 

sectors of microfinance to address the poverty problems and their solutions. 

Deal Drivers Africa 2016 09 November 

2016

Hilton Sandton,                           

Johannesburg, South Africa

Mergermarket’s first full-day forum in South Africa returns in 2016 to bring together business 

owners and investors within the advisory community to find out more information on 

exploring and approaching M&A opportunities outside their existing markets. Focussed on 

growth, the M&A toolkit, private equity capital and hot sectors, this event will bring together 

the corporate finance and investment banking community.

The 4th Angel Fair Africa 10 - 11 Nov 

2016

Nairobi, Kenya Angel Fair Africa is an Angel Africa List event that brings selected African entrepreneurs to 

pitch to a room of curated investors with the intent of doing deals. 

Global Agenda 2016 10 - 11 Nov 

2016

Trinity House,                                                

London, UK

It will bring together more than 50 chief executives and chairmen of some of the world’s 

foremost companies, and leaders from politics and civil society for discussions on the major 

challenges and opportunities facing the global business community.

The 4th East Africa Oil and 

Gas Summit & Exhibition 

15 - 17 Nov 

2016

KICC,                                                       

Nairobi, Kenya

Now in its 4th year EAOGS once again has the official endorsement of the Ministry of Energy & 

Petroleum Kenya and this year EAOGS will build on the success of the 2014 Summit which 

welcomed over 450 delegates from 380 regional and international companies and 30 

different countries.

Super Return Africa 2016 29 Nov - 01 

Dec 2016

The Westin Cape Town,                                         

South Africa

Africa’s Largest Conference For The Global Private Equity LP & GP Communities.  A forum to 

connect LPs and GPs while getting a pulse of where opportunities in the continent are and 

the direction of the PE industry.

The Global African 

Investment Summit 2016

30 Nov - 01 

Dec 2016

Central Hall Westminster, 

London, UK

The Global African Investment Summit London (TGAIS) is the premier investment and 

networking platform for the African continent. TGAIS gathers together over 1,500 investors 

that control in excess of $400bn in funds and has the patronage and support of multiple 

African heads of state, the UK government and the business elite of Africa. 

14th Annual African Capital 

Markets Conference

30 Nov - 01 

Dec 2016

Cape Town International 

Convention Centre (CTICC),                        

Cape Town, South Africa

This year’s programme will look towards the future of African capital markets, with a particular 

focus on emerging markets in Sub-Saharan Africa. This essential industry event is the premier 

annual forum for African sovereigns, corporates, local regulators, local and international 

investors, and financial service providers with interest in fostering the diversity of investment 

and funding options via local capital markets.

African Economic 

Conference 2016

05 - 07 Dec 

2016

Abuja, Nigeria  The Conference will convene under the theme, 'Feeding Africa: Towards Agro-Allied 

Industrialization for Inclusive Growth'. Participants will consider the latest empirical evidence 

on Africa's agricultural transformation and discuss how to leverage agro-industrialization for 

food security and inclusive growth in Africa.
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